Abstract-Classification of yeast data plays an important role in the formation of medicines and in various chemical components. If the type of yeast can be recognized at the primary stage based on the initial characteristics of it, a lot of technical procedure can be avoided in the preparation of chemical and medical products. In this paper, the performance two classifying methodologies namely artificial neural network and fuzzy rule base has been compared, for the classification of proteins. The objective of this work is to classify the protein using the selected classifying methodology into their respective cellular localization sites based on their amino acid sequences. The yeast dataset has been chosen from UCI machine learning repository which has been used for this purpose. The results have shown that the classification using artificial neural network gives better prediction than that of fuzzy rule base on the basis of average error.
I. INTRODUCTION
A cell usually contains approximate 1 billion (or 10 9 ) protein molecules [1] , [2] . These protein molecules reside in various compartments of a cell which usually called -protein subcellular locations‖. The information about these subcellular locations helps to know the functions of the cell and the biological process executed by the cells. This information also has been used for the identification of drug targets ( [3] , [4] ). Determining the subcellular localization of a protein by conducting bio-chemical experiments is a laborious and time consuming task. But with the development of machine learning techniques [5] in computer science, together with an increased dataset of proteins of known localization, fast and accurate localization predictions for many organisms have been done successfully. This is due to the nature of machine learning approaches, which performed well in domains where there is a vast collection of data but with a little theory -which perfectly describes the situation in bioinformatics [5] . Among various prokaryotic and eukaryotic organisms, yeast is important because these are widely used in medicine and in food technology field. Biological structure of yeast has also snatched the attention of researchers for many years because of their similarity with human cell.
For predicting the subcellular localization of yeast protein, the first approach has been developed by Kanehisa and Nakai ([6] , [7] ). Horton and Nakai [8] have proposed a probabilistic model where expert has identified those features which learn its parameters from a set of training data. The authors also have implemented and tested three machine learning techniques namely knearest neighbor algorithm, binary decision tree, naï ve Bayes classifier in yeast dataset and E.Coli dataset [9] . Performance of these three techniques with the Probabilistic method [8] has also been compared and it has been shown that the performance of k-nearest neighbor algorithm is better among these four. Chen Y. [10] has implemented three machine learning classification algorithms: decision tree, perceptron, twolayer feedforward network for predicting subcellular localization site of a protein of yeast and E.Coli dataset. And it is concluded that three techniques has similar performance measure for this two dataset. Qasim, R, Begum, K. Jahan, N. Ashrafi, T. Idris, S. Rahman, R.M. [11] , have proposed an automated fuzzy interference system for protein subcellular localization. Bo Jin, Yuchun Tang, Yan-Qing Zhang, Chung-Dar Lu and Irene Weber [12] , have proposed and designed SVM with fuzzy hybrid kernel based on TSK fuzzy model and have showed that fuzzy hybrid kernel has achieved better performance in SVM classification. Prediction of protein subcellular localization work has been done in ( [13] - [16] ). Out of these, support vector machine techniques have been used in ( [13] - [15] ). A lot of decent work also has been done on webserver design for subcellular prediction ( [17] - [20] ). Algorithm based on Fuzzy rule base technique is proposed in heart disease and in packet delivery time ([21] - [23] In this research work, the yeast data set obtained from UCI machine learning repository has been used [24] . The objective of this dataset is to determine the cellular localization of the yeast proteins. Yeast dataset, representing the kingdom of eukaryote, consists of 9 features (8 attributes, 1 sequence-name) .The attributes are mcg, gvh, alm, mit, erl, pox, vac, nuc. Each of the attributes has been used to classify the localization site of a protein which is a score (between 0 and 1) corresponding to a certain feature of the protein sequence. The higher the score is, the more possible the protein sequence has such feature. Proteins are classified into 10 classes, these are cytosolic or cytoskeletal (CYT), nuclear (NUC), mitochondrial (MIT), membrane protein without N-terminal signal (ME3), membrane protein with uncleaved signal (ME2), membrane protein with cleaved signal (ME1) , extracellular (EXC), vacuolar (VAC), peroxisomal (POX), endoplasmic reticulum lumen (ERL).
The paper is organized as follows, in section 1, the importance of this research work and a brief literature review is furnished. In section 2, a brief theoretical introduction is presented about the techniques used in this work with the description of the dataset used. Section 3 deals with the detailed procedure of the work and its result with error calculation. Finally, Section 4 concludes the paper.
II. METHODOLOGY

A. Artificial Neural Network.
Artificial neural network (ANN) follows a computational paradigm that is inspired by the structure and functionality of the brain. The ANN consists of an interconnected group of artificial neurons processing the information to compute the result.
B. Multilayered Feed Forward Neural Network
Multilayer Feed-forward ANNs (MLFFNN) is made of multiple layers. It possesses an input and an output layer and also has one or more intermediary layers called hidden layers ( fig. 1 ). The computational units of the hidden layer are known as the hidden neurons or hidden units. 
C. Fuzzy Inference System
A fuzzy inference system (FIS) is a system that transforms a given input to an output with the help of fuzzy logic ( fig. 2 ).The procedure followed by a fuzzy inference system is known as fuzzy inference mechanism or simply fuzzy inference. The entire fuzzy inference process consists of five steps. These are, fuzzification of the input variables, application of the fuzzy operators on the antecedent parts of rule, evaluation of the fuzzy rules, aggregation of the fuzzy sets across the rules, and defuzzification of the resultant aggregate fuzzy set.
D. Fuzzy Membership Function
Fuzzy membership function determines the membership functions of objects to fuzzy set of all variables. A membership function provides a measure of the degree of similarity of an element to a fuzzy set. There are different shapes of membership functions; triangular, trapezoidal, piecewise-linear, Gaussian, bellshaped, etc.
a. Trapezoidal Membership Function
It is defined by a lower limit a, an upper limit d 
It is defined by a central value m and a standard deviation k > 0. The smaller k is, the narrower the -bell‖ is. 
c. Triangular Membership function
It is defined by a lower limit a, an upper limit b, and a value m, where a<m<b.
E. Error Analysis
The performance of the two methods of classification has been evaluated by estimated error and average error.
Estimated error (E i ) of an individual instance i is given by (4) :-
Where, P i is the output class value estimated for a given instance, T i is the actual output class value for that instance.
Average Error is derived using (5):
Where E i is the Estimated error and n is the number of instances.
III. IMPLEMENTATION AND RESULT
A. Implementation. a. Dataset Preprocessing.
Step 1.
As stated previously, yeast dataset [24] consists of 10 numbers of attributes. At first the first attribute (sequence name) is discarded, as this attribute is not necessary for the classification task.
Step 2. Now the dataset consists of 9 attributes, out of which 8 attributes have been taken for input and the last one as class name. All the attributes have been changed to numerical value as furnished in table 1. Now the dataset is ready to be classified using artificial neural network and fuzzy rule base both.
b. Classification Using Fuzzy Rule Base.
One Fuzzy Inference System(FIS) with 8 inputs and 1 output has been used.
Step 2.
The range of the input and output variables are first retrieved and then decomposed based on the range of their values. These are furnished in table 2 to Table 8 . It is to note that there are 8 attributes .these are mcg, gvh, aln, mit, erl, vac, nuc and pox. Out of these the attributes pox has not been used since this attribute contains 0.00 values in all the data sets. Step 3. Based on the input and output data, a rule base has been created which has been furnished in table 9.
Step 4. Now membership function has been applied to all input variables and output variable. Here, four combination of membership function for input and output variables has been applied. The combination has been listed in Table  no 10. From table 10 , it is to note that the input and output membership functions have been used Gaussian 2 for serial no 1. This means all input 8 attributes, Gaussian 2 membership function has been used for each rule. Similarly, this notation has been used for other rules. If (att1 is low1) and (att2 is low1) and (att3 is low1) and (att4 is low1) and (att5 is a5) and (att6 is a6) and (att7 is low1) and (att8 is lowc1) then (output1 is class1) (1)
2.
If (att1 is low2) and (att2 is low2) and (att3 is low2) and (att4 is low2) and (att5 is a5) and (att6 is a6) and (att7 is low2) and (att8 is low2) then (output1 is class2) (1) 3 If (att1 is low3) and (att2 is low3) and (att3 is low3) and (att4 is low3) and (att5 is a5) and (att6 is a6) and (att7 is low3) and (att8 is low3) then (output1 is class3) (1) 4 If (att1 is medium1) and (att2 is medium1) and (att3 is medium1) and (att4 is medium1) and (att5 is a5) and (att6 is a6) and (att7 is medium1) and (att8 is medium1) then (output1 is class4) (1)
5
If (att1 is medium2) and (att2 is medium2) and (att3 is medium2) and (att4 is medium2) and (att5 is a5) and (att6 is a6) and (att7 is medium2) and (att8 is lowc1) then (output1 is class5) (1) 6 If (att1 is medium3) and (att2 is medium3) and (att3 is medium3) and (att4 is medium3) and (att5 is a5) and (att6 is a6) and (att7 is medium3) and (att8 is medium3) then (output1 is class6) (1)
7
If (att1 is high1) and (att2 is high1) and (att3 is high1) and (att4 is high1) and (att5 is a5) and (att6 is a6) and (att7 is high1) and (att8 is high1) then (output1 is class7) (1) 8 If (att1 is high2) and (att2 is high2) and (att3 is high2) and (att4 is high2) and (att5 is a5) and (att6 is a6) and (att7 is high2) and (att8 is high2) then (output1 is class8) (1) 9 If (att1 is high3) and (att2 is high3) and (att3 is high3) and (att4 is high3) and (att5 is a5) and (att6 is a6) and (att7 is high3) and (att8 is high3) then (output1 is class9) (1) 10 If (att1 is very_high) and (att2 is very_high) and (att3 is very_high) and (att4 is very_high) and (att5 is a5c10) and (att6 is a6) and (att7 is very_high) and (att8 is very_high) then (output1 is class10) (1) Step 5:
The estimated output has been calculated based on the combination of membership functions as listed in table 10, and, using fuzzy rule base as furnished in Table 9 for all 50 data items. The output has been furnished in table 11.
Step 6. Based on the actual output(available in the dataset) and estimated output(as calculated), estimated error has been calculated for all input-output membership functions and has been furnished in Table 12 .
Step 7.
The average error for each combination of input-output membership function has been calculated which has been furnished in Table 13 . 0.9 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 48.
1.0 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 49.
1.0 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 50.
1.0 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 Table 12 . Estimated error for input-output membership function combination Index no.
Estimated Step 8. From Table 13 , it has been observed that average error calculated using membership function for input variable as Trapezoidal and membership function for output variable as Triangular is minimum. Therefore the inputoutput membership function combination as trapezoidalTriangular has to be used for classification of yeast data when using fuzzy rule base.
c. Classification Using Multi-Layered Feed Forward
Artificial Neural Network.
In order to improve the performance, the feed forward back propagation neural network (8 input node,10 hidden node and 1 output node) has been used. Step 2. It is to note that from 1484 samples, 154 number of samples has been taken for training and 102 number of samples for tested. From those, estimated data and estimated error of total 50 samples have been furnished in Table 15 . The average error has been found as 0.3416. 
B. Result.
A comparative study has been made on the basis of average error of fuzzy rule base using TrapezoidalTriangular (input-output) membership function and neural network. The result has been furnished in table 16 .It has been observed that multilayer feed forward back propagation neural network is more preferable than fuzzy rule base. Therefore multilayer feed forward Back propagation neural network can be used for classification using yeast data. 
